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100% technically anonymous participation guaranteed! 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

We hereby certify that the author (customer) can not draw conclusions about you as a person about the survey 

results when you participate in the survey through the standard survey link. 

Invitation via the standard survey link 

Each survey has a unique survey link (standard). This consists of the domain, a free name, the survey ID and a 6-digit 

cryptic code: 

For example: https://indivsurvey.com/survey/116979/7B26Z0 

With this link you can go directly to the survey and conduct the survey. As long as this link is not extended by 

additional characters or parameters, participation in the survey is 100% anonymous. Our system can not make any 

conclusions about your person. 

Cookies and IP addresses  

The author (customer) can use a cookie or an IP block to prevent participants from completing the survey more than 

once. In the case of the cookie block we install a cookie on the computer on which you are conducting the survey and 

synchronise it with our data. If a cookie is recognised by you with the survey ID, this can prevent participation more 

than once in the survey, if this has been installed by the author (customer). After 90 days the cookie is automatically 

deleted.  

In the case of the IP block we read your IP address, encrypt this into a 32-digit hash, which cannot be decrypted, 

and store only the hash on our server. If the survey is accessed again we synchronise the hash with each other. As 

soon as the survey has been deleted, we also delete the hash on the easyfeedback server. This means that at no time 

is your IP address stored on the IP server. 
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